Tuesday, June 29, 2021 12:00-1:00

Virtual Schwartz Rounds: "Why did we choose this path"
"A personal reflection on why we choose the field we are in before, during and after the pandemic a year later"

Moderated by: Edward Schwartz, LCSW; Brian Lin, LCSW

Needs Assessment: In this interactive Schwartz Rounds, the aim is for you to reflect on why you chose this type of work and profession. It can be anything you feel is meaningful and enlightening to you, that you want to share with your fellow colleagues. Staff from several different disciplines will be encouraged to describe their reflection.

Learning Objectives: 1. To bring awareness of our choices and attitudes in our lives 2. To increase our ability to connect and engage in life. 3. To remind us that meaning making is ongoing.

https://zoom.us/j/95549846827?pwd=OTBLUcTmY1pWRGdRSiQ1c0xsUTdsQT09 or call 203-432-9666 Meeting ID: 955 4984 6827 Passcode: 711180

*For CME credits, please text your email address to 203-442-9435 to pair with your Yale CME Profile. This is a one-time requirement. You will receive an acknowledgment.
*To record today's attendance, text activity Code ID #22340 to 203-442-9435

This can be completed from 15 minutes before and 15 minutes following Schwartz Rounds.